
CONSTRUCTION 4.0

1st Industrial Revolution – Late 18th Century – Steam Engine

2nd Industrial Revolution – Late 19th Century – Abundant mass Energy

3rd Industrial Revolution - 70´s of the 20th Century – Process controlled mass production- Computers

4th Industrial Revolution – Early 21st Century – Internet, sensors, online, 

BIM – Building Information Modelling, Building Information Model or Building Information Management



The construction industry is behind ...

Global productivity growth trends
Real gross value added per hour worked by 
persons engaged, indexed 1995 = 100.

20 year growth
differential

Manufacturing

Total economy

Construction

Mckinsey Analysis
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Three disruptive technologies, electromobility, automation and connectivity are entering really fast across industries; automotive, commercial vehicle and also our industry – the construction industry.The construction industry is way behind the productivity growth trends of the economy as a whole. The industry as a whole has not at all developed productivity compared with other industries. It has not gone ”boom” yet, but tons of venture capital is flowing into construction technology.At Volvo Group level, we’re doing a lot of things, example: Electric Site (where we have electromobilty, some connectivity and a lot of automation). 



Digitalization increases Productivity significantly

Mckinsey analysis

19.10  2018
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Construction today at the bottom of adoption rate for
Digitilisation
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Disruptive Technologies

• Three disruptive technologies, electromobility, automation and connectivity 
are entering really fast across industries; automotive, commercial vehicle and 
also our industry – the construction industry.

• The construction industry is way behind the productivity growth trends of the 
economy as a whole. The industry as a whole has not at all developed 
productivity compared with other industries. It has not gone ”boom” yet, but 
tons of venture capital is flowing into construction technology.



Clear statement of our Customers

Motivation for Harmonized M2M Communication

19.10 20186

reference: M. 
Lüddemann

Let's start with cross-manufacturer standardization….
… otherwise real digitization on our construction sites is impossible

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



• Amman – Anton Demarmels (also chairman of the CECE group for Road machunery

• Caterpillar –Kevin.J.Lueschow, Jean-Jacques Janosch, Holger Kellerbauer, 
Jeremy.j.Wilson

• Dynapac – Ulf Siemen

• Q Point – Lukas Reicher

• Topcon – Paul Conlon, Michael Kaak, Raimo Vllstaedt

• Trimble – Geoffrey Kirk

• Veidekke – Geir Lange

• Voegele – Arnold Rutz, Stephan Weller

• Volvo – Hans-Juergen Vogel

EAPA/CECE Working group
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Proprietary solutions (too) complex for Mixed Fleet

Motivation for Harmonized M2M Comm

19.10 20188

Connected 
Machines 

(Telematics)

Machines 
Availability

GSM, WLAN
LORA, …

WLAN, 4G
(5G)

Networked 
Machines

Job Site 
Efficiency

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



General Findings

Working Group Results (activity 1)

19.10 20189

1) Common view on data to exchange

2) Data defined (39 data, not yet error 
codes)
6 for site, 6 for position, 
13 for machines in general, 
7 on paving, 7 on compaction

3) Data format defined: JSON

4)  Real time or slow communication

reference: WITOS

reference: Volvo

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



4 Use Cases
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Harmonized M2M Communication

reference: AMMCOA

Case Sender Description Data Set Exchange Type

A all Exchange current project data (for 
synchronization) job identifier, site name, job name layer name, material type, ayer thickness on demand _on 

change

Bp Paver Paver definition (machine definition)
UUID of machine, SN, machine model, temp. measuring principle, screed 
max. width left (from center), screed max. width right (from center), 
machine weight

at start _ on 
request

Br Roller Roller definition (machine definition)
UUID of machine, SN, machine model, compaction measuring principle, 
compaction principle rear, cxcitation principle front, excitation rear, 
exictation front, drum width, machine weight/axis load

at start _ on 
request

C Roller Transfer of temperature and vibration status, 
compaction value (optional)

UUID of machine, GPS position,: driving speed, driving direction, crab 
steering offset, vibration setting rear, vibration setting front, asphalt surface 
temperature, compaction measurement (optional)

periodically _ on 
change

D Paver Transfer of temperature and speed
UUID of machine, GPS position, driving speed, paving status, screed width 
left, screed width right, asphalt surface temperature, ambient air 
temperature (optional), driving direction (optional)

on demand _on 
change

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



Basic Use Cases

Working Group Results

19.10 201811

A) Jobsite
characterization

Bp) Configuration Paver
Br) Configuration Roller
C) Asphalt Temperature

after Paver
D) Asphalt Temperature

at Roller

MACHINE 3

GatewayUI

MACHINE 2

GatewayUI

MACHINE 4

GatewayUI

B

reference: AMMCOA
Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



Data set (I of II)

19.10 201812

Harmonized M2M Communication

Category Data description data Units
type SI Paver Roller

site Job identifier string - M M
site Site name string - O O
site Job name string - O O
site Layer name string - O O
site Material type string - O O
site Layer thickness number mm O O
machine UUID universally unique identifyer string uuid format M M
machine SN of machine string - M M
machine Machine model string - M M
machine Temperature measuring principle (spot, scanner) string - M
machine Screed maximum width left (from center) number m M
machine Screed maximum width right (from center) number m M
machine Compaction measuring principle string - M
machine Compaction principle rear (steel drum / tire) string - O
machine Compaction principle front (steel drum / tire) string - O
machine Excitation rear (vibration / oscilation / directed / none) string - M
machine Exictation front (vibration / oscilation / directed / none) string - M
machine Drum width number mm M
machine Machine weight / Axis load number kg O O
position Timestamp (UTC) string ISO8601 / UTC M M
position Data Position latitude number ° (WGS84) M M
position Data Position longitude number ° (WGS84) M M
position Heading number ° M M
position Correction Signal type / FixQuality number - M M
position Signal precision / Standard deviation number m O O

Origin of data

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com



Data set (II of II)
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Harmonized M2M Communication

Category Data description data Units
type SI Paver Roller

compaction Driving speed number m/s M
compaction Driving direction (forward / backward) number -1=bw / 0=n / 1=fw M
compaction Crab steering offset number mm M
compaction Vibration setting rear (small / big / off) number 1 / 2 / 0 M
compaction Vibration setting front (small / big / off) number 1 / 2 / 0 M
compaction Asphalt Surface Temperature(s) number K O
compaction Compaction measurement value number - O
paving Driving speed number m/s M
paving Driving direction (forward / backward) number -1=bw / 0=n / 1=fw O
paving Paving status (on / off = driving not paving) boolean - M
paving Screed width left (from center) number m O
paving Screed width right (from center) number m O
paving Asphalt Surface Temperature(s) number K O O
paving Ambient air temperature number K O O
error Error codes (tbd) number tbd O O

Origin of data

Technical Forum / anton.demarmels@ammann-group.com
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Electromobility Automation Connectivity

0 emissions, 0 accidents, 0 unplanned stops and 10x higher efficiency

Disruptive technologies

15

Presentatör
Presentationsanteckningar
There is a change in basic assumptions in technology when it comes to electrification, machine-to-machine communication, and automation. These technologies will drive the construction equipment industry in the years to come and ultimately change the industry as we know it today.Electromobility is changing the automotive world and in the near future it will also change how we plan our cities and infrastructure. Volvo CE has long-term plans to develop products and services for electromobility, including electric hybrids and electric sites. Examples: EX02, LX02We believe that automation will redefine the commercial transport solutions that most of us rely on every day. Examples: LX01, HX01 and HX02Connectivity is an enabler for new business models, new services and new products in the transport industry. Today’s connectivity solutions lower costs (through fleet optimization and fuel savings) and improve productivity (through improved uptime). Connectivity solutions also have the potential to increase transport and resource efficiency in society through optimized traffic flows and a higher utilization of existing infrastructure as well as through new business models within logistics. We foresee that connectivity will lead to lower environmental impact from transport and improved traffic safety, going from today’s telematics-based services that enable fleet management and cost optimization, via traffic predicting software and sensors to the Intelligent Transport System of the future.Example (electric site –explained on the next slide)To ensure we are, we’ve set ourselves four long term technology challenges – Zero emissions, Zero accidents, Zero unplanned stops and 10 times higher efficiency. We believe that our clear focus on electromobility, intelligent machines and total site solutions will help us achieve these ambitious goals and pave the way for a sustainable construction industry. This isn’t science fiction. It is going to happen. 



• Exponential technologies (Can be Disruptive technologies)

• What do we mean with exponential? Developing faster than our 
common sense, our linear ways of thinking can grasp – while I am 
speaking computational power, performance of electric energy 
storages and internet of things have improved in an exponential 
pattern….

• Human mind grasps linear – like age – weight – age(I am 43 now, 
then I turn 44 – or my weight, a few kilos up or down, even if it feels 
like exponential around X-mas )

• Exponentials can help us or totally disrupt the industry (examples like 
Facit, Kodak, Nokia come to mind…)

• Let’s look at an ongoing research projects, the electric site!



Disruptive Technologies



Electric Site – Vikan Quarry Gothenberg
o The electric site research project aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry by reducing carbon emissions by 

up to 95% and total cost of ownership by up to 25%.

o Volvo CE teamed up with Skanska Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency and two Swedish universities – Linköping 
University and Mälardalen University – in October 2015 to collaborate on the SEK 203 million project. Volvo CE is 
coordinating the project and is in charge of developing the machines and systems. Skanska Sweden is providing logistical 
solutions, application relevance and job site knowledge. The Swedish Energy Agency – a government agency for national 
energy policy issues – is helping to fund the project and the universities are carrying out research. Two PhD students are 
looking at battery aging and energy management for electric vehicles, as well as functional safety.

o Skanska Sweden will incorporate the demonstration machines into its operations and test the electric site concept at a 
quarry in Sweden, for 10 weeks at the end of 2018. After this, Volvo CE will examine the project results to see if the 
concept is viable for the industry. Currently this work is just a research project, with no plans for industrialization at this 
stage

o New machines developed for the project include a small fleet of prototype autonomous, battery electric, load carriers 
(HX2s), a prototype hybrid wheel loader (LX1) and a grid-connected excavator. New technology includes machine and 
fleet control systems and logistic solutions for electric machines in quarries.



ELECTRIC SITE | Quarries of the future

Potential
reduction
of carbon
emissions

95%

Potential
reduction
in cost

25%

Presentatör
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Electric Site

o The HX1 autonomous, battery electric, load carrier is the first-generation prototype, which served as proof of concept for 
the updated, second-generation prototype, HX2. 

o The HX2 autonomous, battery-electric load carrier prototype incorporates shared technologies and components from the 
Volvo Group. The HX2 also has a completely new drivetrain and a vision system that detects humans or obstacles in the 
machine’s vicinity.

o The LX1 electric hybrid wheel loader can deliver up to a 50% improvement in fuel efficiency. The machine also offers a 
significant reduction in emissions and noise pollution compared to its conventional counterparts.
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Flow: play videoFlow: play video



• New machines developed for the project include a small fleet of prototype autonomous, battery electric, load carriers (HX2s), a prototype 
hybrid wheel loader (LX1) and a grid-connected excavator. New technology includes machine and fleet control systems and logistic
solutions for electric machines in quarries.

• The HX2 autonomous, battery-electric load carrier prototype incorporates shared technologies and components from the Volvo 
Group. The HX2 also has a completely new drivetrain and a vision system that detects humans or obstacles in the machine’s 
vicinity. 8 small prototype HX2 autonomous, battery-electric load carriers will be transporting the material from the primary mobile 
crusher up to the secondary static crusher.

• The primary crusher on site is loaded by the 70t dual-powered, cable-connected EX1 excavator prototype. Although it’s operated 
in exactly the same way as a conventional Volvo excavator, it is much more environmentally friendly – in fact, when it’s plugged
into the grid, it emits no carbon whatsoever.

• The piles of material on the site are organised by the LX1, Volvo CE’s prototype electric hybrid wheel loader. The prototype can 
deliver up to a 50% improvement in fuel efficiency. The machine also offers a significant reduction in emissions and noise 
pollution compared to its conventional counterparts. 

• Volvo CE teamed up with our customer Skanska Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency and two Swedish universities – Linköping 
University and Mälardalen University – in October 2015 to collaborate on the SEK 203 million project. Volvo CE is coordinating the 
project and is in charge of developing the machines and systems. Skanska Sweden is providing logistical solutions, application 
relevance and job site knowledge. The Swedish Energy Agency – a government agency for national energy policy issues – is helping
to fund the project and the universities are carrying out research. Two PhD students are looking at battery aging and energy 
management for electric vehicles, as well as functional safety.

• This is currently being tested. Skanska Sweden has incorporated the demonstration machines into its operations and test the electric 
site concept at a quarry in Sweden, for 10 weeks. After this, Volvo CE will examine the project results to see if the concept is viable for 
the industry. 

• Currently this work is just a research project, with no plans for industrialization at this stage



Pioneering 5G technology

Presentatör
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Flow: Explain Telia partnership and its benefitsTALKING POINTSVolvo CE will be among the first in the world to trial 5G mobile technology as part of a unique collaboration with mobile operator Telia Company.It is a joint collaboration between Telia with mobile telecoms firm Ericsson as its technology partner. Only some companies from across the Nordic countries – and from a range of different industries – will be chosen to take part in the two-year program.Volvo CE will test its potential (potentially years ahead of 5G becoming available to the wider public) by creating a cellular network in Eskilstuna and use it to expand its competences and develop its ongoing research into autonomous technology.In conclusion, for Volvo CE this means pushing the boundaries for remote controlled and autonomous machines and developing site solutions that increase safety, productivity and uptime.
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Klicka på länken nedan för att
visa video på Youtube

https://youtu.be/-udTL13mVmw

Presentatör
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Flow: Explain PIMM partnership by playing the video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-udTL13mVmw)TALKING POINTSThis is not the first time Volvo CE has partnered with Telia and Ericsson. The Swedish companies also collaborated on an award-winning digital mining project last year. The Pilot for Industrial Mobile Communication in Mining (PIMM), which was named Digitalization Project of the Year at the Telecom Gala last February, saw the testing of a concept remote-control wheel loader capable of operating more than 1,312 feet underground. It is hoped this latest program will allow Volvo CE to develop its advanced mobile communication expertise even further.

https://youtu.be/-udTL13mVmw


5G investment at the test track 
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Flow: Explain the test track in EskilstunaTALKING POINTS
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Flow: Explain the LEGO partnership and its benefitsTALKING POINTSWe went also one step further in developing the construction machines of the future –let me introduce you to our revolutionary autonomous Concept Wheel Loader ZEUXWe made this together with LEGO® Technic designers and a bunch of amazing kidsZEUX represents the third collaboration between Volvo CE and LEGO® Technic – and the first time they have created a futuristic machineThe collaboration made it possible to test ideas for new types of construction machines, both in terms of functionality, scale, design and interaction and to bring a more human aspect to the artificial intelligence in big construction machines. Play is often talked about as if it is a relief from serious learning. But as the design process of the new Volvo Concept Wheel Loader shows, play can provide serious learning for adults too.The Volvo Concept Wheel Loader ZEUX is a realistic next step in the exciting evolution of our construction machines. 
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https://youtu.be/ur5ncncBkzA

Klicka på länken nedan för att
visa video på Youtube “The Plan”

https://youtu.be/ur5ncncBkzA
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Flow: play ’The Plan’ video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ur5ncncBkzA)

https://youtu.be/ur5ncncBkzA
https://youtu.be/ur5ncncBkzA


Potential:

25%
TCO reduction 

95%
CO2 reduction 

50%
Fuel efficiency

Volvo CE is taking the lead in autonomous 
technology and electromobility
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Autonomous technology, especially when coupled with hybrid or fully electric machines, looks to be the future for construction equipment in certain applications. Here the efficiency improvements that such innovation can offer are impressive, and Volvo is taking a leadership role in this field by investing in the research and design necessary to develop this future technology.  We recently unveiled a prototype hybrid wheel loader – a machine with the potential to improve fuel efficiency by up to 50%. Also on show was an electric site solution that highlighted an autonomous, battery-electric, load carrier concept. The electric site research project – which we are working on in collaboration with Swedish contractor Skanska – aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry by reducing carbon emissions by up to 95%, and improve the total cost of ownership by up to 25%. 



Intelligent 
Machines ElectromobilitySite Solutions 

Technology shifts & solutions
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Volvo has been a strong believer in our industry’s contribution to society, especially in building a better world for the next generation – and this is at the heart of our promise and purpose at Volvo CE. As mentioned, the world is changing at an unprecedented rate, with a digital economy powering a new industrial revolution. And the construction equipment industry can play an important role in helping customers to build a better world. If we are to develop sustainable infrastructure and make a meaningful contribution to society, we are going to have to embrace this opportunity and become more innovative, integrated and cooperative. That includes suppliers, manufactures, contractors, clients, governments and other related partners – all working towards the same sustainability goal.We are caught up in this revolution. Our customers are demanding lower cost, higher efficiency, lower environmental impact, and improved reporting. To deliver these we will have to work more closely with all  partners to improve the performance of our operations.Today we stand at the beginning of an era of huge technological change in our industry that will help us all radically improve the way that infrastructure is developed. With an explosion in the number of connected machines, manufacturers are now offering fleet management systems that monitor machine location, productivity and fuel consumption. By identifying waste in the system, significant improvements in machine efficiency can be expected. Total site solutionsVolvo CE is working on an electric site research project which uses electricity instead of diesel to power construction equipment in a quarry.The project aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry by reducing carbon emissions by up to 95% and total cost of ownership by up to 25%.It involves developing new machines, work methods and site management systems. The solution includes a fleet of new concept HX1s (mentioned in the next slide) and HX2S which are autonomous, battery electric, load carriers. Other new prototype machines include a hybrid wheel loader (LX1) and a grid-connected excavator. New technology encompasses machine and fleet control systems and logistic solutions for electric machines in quarries.The benefits are expected to be: significant reductions in fuel consumption, CO2 emissions, environmental impact and cost-per-tonne.Volvo CE has teamed up with its customer Skanska Sweden, the Swedish Energy Agency and two Swedish universities – Linköping University and Mälardalen University – to collaborate on the SEK 203 million project. The project started in October 2015 and is due to be completed in late 2018 when Skanska Sweden incorporates the demonstration machines into its operations and tests the electric site concept at a quarry in Sweden for 10 weeks.After this, Volvo CE will examine the project results to see if the concept is viable for the industry. Currently this work is just a research project, there are no plans for industrialization at this stage.Intelligent machines Volvo CE has a prototype autonomous wheel loader, a prototype autonomous articulated hauler.The machines can be programmed to work together and carry out a specific set of actions on a pre-defined route.The machines can perform the same task over and over again, along a fixed route, for a relatively long period of time.The demonstrator machines are standard Volvo products – an L120 wheel loader and a A25F articulated hauler – which have been upgraded with autonomous technology. In a one-hour comparison it was found that the autonomous wheel loader could reach the equivalent of 70% of that of a skilled operator’s productivity levels when loading and unloading. This was tested at a customer’s asphalt plant in Sweden.Autonomous machines will increase safety in hazardous working environments and eliminate the possibility of accidents caused by human error. Autonomous machines will perform repetitive tasks more efficiently and precisely than a human operator and, because machines will be operated in the most efficient way, customers will benefit from improved performance, productivity, fuel efficiency and durability. In the future you could also potentially have one operator for three or four machines, increasing productivity and further decreasing costs.Currently these prototype machines don’t communicate with each other and machine-to-machine communication technology – where machines ‘talk’ to one another and to a central control point – is crucial when it comes to avoiding collisions and facilitating an efficient flow of equipment.We are working on developing solutions that have the required safety and performance levels that the market will accept.There is still a long way to go and there are no plans for industrialization at this stage.Electromobility Volvo CE has long-term plans to develop products and services for electromobility, including electric hybrids and electric sites. The electrification of construction equipment will produce cleaner, quieter and more efficient machines – this represents the future of the industry. The company believes that there will be a major shift towards electromobility in the future.With electromobility, the cost of the machine may well be more than a conventional machine but the advantages of the technology such as fuel savings and increased efficiency will result in a significant reduction in total cost of ownership for our customers. The cost of batteries is steadily decreasing along with other technology, so that’s starting to make electromobility more attractive financially. One way of reducing the cost of this technology is through creating economies of scale. This will only be possible when the market fully accepts this technology and we start to see major breakthroughs in terms of volume.Nevertheless, there are still opportunities to further optimize conventional technology – and these developments will compete with hybrid technology and electromobility for some years. Volvo CE has and will continue to deliver improved efficiency through more conventional technologies and soft offers. It could be that certain elements of the EX2 design are incorporated into Volvo CE products sooner than others, this would support short and mid-term developments and requirements while the market continues to accept the technology, technology improves and the cost of new technologies decreases.Examples: the LX1 or the EX2 which is believed to be the world’s first 100% electric compact excavator prototype (see next slide).
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Investing for our future together

Alternative Drivelines 
& Fuels Automation Connected Products
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The Volvo Group is at the forefront of technological development. We invest in advanced engineering to help build a sustainable future.The Volvo Group has a clear vision for the future. For us, technology means the aspiration to move forward, constantly working together to improve and do better. It means creative and innovative thinking, evolutionary and revolutionary problem solving – all in order to reach our vision to become the most desired and successful transport solution provider in the world.We are undertaking major research projects to develop innovative solutions in broad collaboration with public stakeholders, the industry, the academic community and our customers.I want to highlight a couple of important areas of technology that we believe will help us achieve our vision. Collaboration between different parts of the Volvo Group in these areas allows us to better serve our customers by capitalizing on all the benefits of shared technology.Alternative Drivelines & Fuels - Electromobility: The first area I want to discuss is electromobility. Energy efficiency is at the top of the Volvo Group’s agenda. It’s clear that full optimization of diesel-based vehicles is not enough to achieve stringent CO2 emission targets. Increasing energy efficiency will also help our customers to reduce their fuel costs.The Volvo Group is involved in research projects and field-tests for electric and hybrid solutions. One of the strengths of the Volvo Group is that we can share the cost for early research activities within the Group and adapt the results to our different business and customer needs. Today, Volvo Buses run electric hybrid buses in many cities around the world. In 2016, Volvo sold 533 electrified buses, encompassing hybrids, electric hybrids, and all-electric buses. For us in the construction business, electrification is a major opportunity for us to enhance efficiency on our customers’ job sites. I’ll tell you more about what we’re doing in this area:The LX1 is Volvo CE’s prototype electric hybrid wheel loader – a machine that can deliver up to a 50% improvement in fuel efficiency.The LX1 delivers a significant reduction in emissions and noise pollution compared to its conventional counterparts. The prototype has 98% new parts.It is a fundamentally new machine design.The machine is capable of doing the work of a wheel loader that’s one size larger. The LX1 is part of a research project and it is not commercially available. Volvo CE has long-term plans to develop products and services for electromobility, including electric hybrids and electric sites.Before we launch a machine like the LX1, you can expect to see elements of this design incorporated into our products. This supports short and mid-term developments and requirements while the market continues to accept the technology, technology improves and the cost of new technologies decreases.Automation:The second area I want to talk about is automation. Today the Volvo Group is already offering automatic features that support our customers and operators, but this is only the beginning. There is huge potential to increase productivity and safety as well as lower fuel consumption through automation.Last year, the Volvo Group demonstrated platooning where trucks followed closely behind one another and communicated wirelessly – the braking and accelerating functions were controlled by computers. In the coming years, you will see many more examples of autonomous solutions from the Volvo Group and today we will show you what Volvo CE is working on:Volvo CE has a prototype autonomous wheel loader and a prototype autonomous articulated hauler.The machines can be programmed to work together and carry out a specific set of actions on a pre-defined route.The machines can perform the same task over and over again, along a fixed route, for a relatively long period of time.The demonstrator machines are standard Volvo products – an L120 wheel loader and a A25F articulated hauler – which have been upgraded with autonomous technology. In a one-hour comparison it was found that the autonomous wheel loader could reach the equivalent of 70% of that of a skilled operator’s productivity levels when loading and unloading. This was tested at a customer’s asphalt plant in Sweden.Autonomous machines will increase safety in hazardous working environments and eliminate the possibility of accidents caused by human error. Autonomous machines will perform repetitive tasks more efficiently and precisely than a human operator and, because machines will be operated in the most efficient way, customers will benefit from improved performance, productivity, fuel efficiency and durability. In the future you could also potentially have one operator for three or four machines, increasing productivity and further decreasing costs.Currently these prototype machines don’t communicate with each other and machine-to-machine communication technology – where machines ‘talk’ to one another and to a central control point – is crucial when it comes to avoiding collisions and facilitating an efficient flow of equipment.We are working on developing solutions that have the required safety and performance levels that the market will accept.There is still a long way to go and there are no plans for industrialization at this stage.Connected Products:The total connected Volvo Group Vehicles: 600,000 to 900,000. ~15,000 added per month so constantly increasing.Being connected is a vital aspect of our daily life, on both a personal and a professional level. The Volvo Group understands this, and meets the challenge head-on with Volvo Group Telematics – the connected vehicles Center of Excellence.Telematics enables cars and commercial vehicles to perform services such as calling for help in case of an accident, to track and even immobilize stolen vehicles, connecting and managing fleets, help in saving fuel, and preheating your car in the winter.Volvo CE has ~85,000 connected machines today.The 'internet of things' allows us to create smart, connected machines that can capture and deliver information that is valuable to our customers – and to Volvo CE. 
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#electricsite

Volvo CE is taking the lead in new technologies

HX1 recognised 
by Industry
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LX1 Demonstration with Waste Management (Q3)The LX1 prototype wheel loader was showcased for the first time at the Volvo CE Xploration Forum in September 2016The project is a collaboration between Volvo CE, Waste Management, Calstart and California Energy CommissionThe aim is to prove fuel efficiency and productivity potential in hybrid wheel loaders as well as finding solutions to reduce GHG emissionsSince November 2016 the hybrid wheel loader is based in California performing tests at two of waste Management’s sites The first test is now finalized and so it has delivered promising results.The results from the tests will be presented at a press event in California in July.Volvo CE innovation recognised by industryThe HX1 is taking the industry by storm. In January, the machine picked up another two awards: the International Quality Innovation Award and the Innovation of Innovations Award. In December 2016, the HX1 was awarded the Swedish Institute for Quality’s (SIQ) Quality Innovation of the Year Award in the Potential Innovations category. On winning this accolade, it qualified to enter the international part of the competition along with around 100 other international finalists. After emerging victorious in this too, the HX1 became a contender for the coveted Innovation of Innovations Award which it also won. The Quality Innovation Award is an annual, international competition which recognizes innovations that are novel, relevant, revolutionary and practical. Potential innovations are those classed as innovations which are not yet commercialized but are extremely promising and are predicted to be gamechangers when they are introduced to the market.HX2Volvo CE presented the HX2 autonomous, battery-electric, load carrier at CONEXPO/CON-AGG 2017. The second-generation concept machine is part of an electric site research project that aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry, by reducing carbon emissions by up to 95% and total cost of ownership by up to 25%.Volvo CE showcased the first-generation of the prototype HX machine, known as HX1, at the company’s Xploration Forum in September last year. Since then, Volvo CE’s engineers have been developing the machine. And while it may still look similar on the outside, it’s completely different on the inside. “The HX2 is fundamentally different to the HX1,” says Uwe Müller, Volvo CE’s chief project manager for the electric site project. “The HX1 was proof of concept. Once we knew it was feasible we updated the design requirements for the HX2 to incorporate shared technologies and components from the Volvo Group, such as electric motors, batteries and power electronics. Integrating a completely new drivetrain was crucial to take full advantage of the groundbreaking electromobility developments that are happening inside the Volvo Group. Another new feature is the addition of a vision system, which allows the machine to detect humans and obstacles in its vicinity.”  
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To have a future, we must do business sustainably. That’s as true for our company as it is for the planet as a whole. To succeed, we do our best to look beyond the shortsighted horizons of today’s economy, and focus on what is sustainable in the long run – not only for the environment but also for society. We take an active role in a number of environmental leadership projects, most notably WWF Climate Savers and the Construction Climate Challenge. Volvo CE has been a member of the World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF) Climate Savers program since 2012. This Commitment has 7 parts:Machine fuel efficiencyAdvance technology developmentIndustrial standardization leadershipProduction site energy efficiencySite simulation and operator trainingConstruction Climate Challenge (CCC)Supply Chain Energy EfficiencyAs part of the commitment, when it comes to machine fuel efficiency, our goal is to reduce 7 million tons of CO2 between 2015 and 2020, by further improving the fuel efficiency of our machines. Volvo CE has three-prong approach to save fuelThrough product optimizationEnergy efficiencyand site simulation & operator training.Product optimization: Current products: The articulated hauler is the most successful product line when it comes to reduce fuel efficiencyA40 articulated hauler:FE improvement 10% (reference previous generation)A60H articulated hauler (new improved size):The new A60H is 39% more productive than the current A40G due to a 40% higher payload and similar cycle times. The A60H consumes 25% more fuel than the A40G, making it 12% more efficient. AdBlue consumption is 3-5% of the fuel consumption. 	Future products: Volvo CE will develop and through field-tests demonstrate technologies with considerably better fuel efficiency improvements than demonstrated in the prior commitment period. Volvo CE estimates the new prototypes to be at least 30% better than a standard 2013 year model, if new technology meets expectationsVolvo CE’s aim is to save 2% of energy per year but has already exceeded the target, currently saving 3% per year. “So far, we have saved a total of 33 GWh of energy,” says Johan Wollin, Global Director of Energy Management at Volvo CE. “Volvo CE is significantly ahead of schedule and on its way to reaching the target of saving 40 GWh of energy by 2020.”In 2013, Volvo CE’s site in Braås, Sweden, became the company’s first carbon neutral premises – as well as the first construction equipment production facility in the world to be powered entirely by renewable energy. The 45,000m² site, which specializes in the design and manufacture of articulated haulers, is powered entirely by renewable energy sources, including wind, biomass and hydropower.Volvo CE will enhance the site efficiency of our customers, in order to reduce their CO2-emissions by improved operator behavior and machine utilization. Specifically, Volvo CE will develop a methodology for operator training and site simulation and offer this service to support dealers in all regions.Operators who plan their work intelligently and operate correctly boost productivity and reduce fuel consumption.The EcoOperator training program from Volvo Construction Equipment gives operators practical and theoretical knowledge to enable safer, more effective, and more environmentally friendly operation.
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Being able to upload to your offices real-time operating data from machines also enables us to predict what maintenance is needed, to avoid unplanned stops and expensive breakdowns. We believe that new technology has the potential to improve site efficiency – of your sites – by up to 50%.  The ability of site management systems to identify waste in the construction process will also lead to new business models. Contractors’ relationships with their subcontractors and suppliers will change, as you demand that every machine is able to connect to your site systems. This will allow subcontractors to download project drawings and report work completed – and allow you to better manage your sites and record progress. 
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Volvo Construction Equipment wants to be at the forefront of these developments in our industry. To ensure we are, we’ve set ourselves four long term technology challenges – Zero emissions, Zero accidents, Zero unplanned stops and 10 times higher efficiency. We believe that our clear focus on electromobility, intelligent machines and total site solutions will help us achieve these ambitious goals and pave the way for a sustainable construction industry. This isn’t science fiction. It is going to happen.  The construction industry of the future will be one where there is greater interdependency between the key players. There will be a blurring of the lines between partners, suppliers and competitors, and an increase in the need for us all to work together to deliver integral solutions. To do this, we all need to work to develop strong relationships, boosting collaboration and cooperation.
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 EX2 movie in the background with no sound (operator running the machine with the smart phone) HX1 clip in the background with no soundEX2 (electromobility)Introduced at Volvo Group Innovation Summit in London, May 2017.As far as we’re aware, it’s the only 100% electric compact excavator in the world. Some of our competitors have machines that use a battery and an electric motor instead of a combustion engine – but they still have hydraulics.Benefits of the machine:Zero emissions emitted from the machine – no particulate matter, nitrogen oxide or carbon dioxide. Ten times lower noise levels – making the machine suitable for use in densely populated areas, even at night.Ten times higher machine efficiency – average power consumption is the same as a big iron (3.5kW).Significantly reduced machine operation cost.Reduced total cost of ownership.Reduced environmental impact.Improved safety from remote operation.The same or better performance as a conventional, diesel-powered compact excavator. The EX2 delivers the same power and force as well as faster speeds in combined movements – as combined movement is the most common kind for this type of machine, productivity is improved.Offers the opportunity to incorporate operator assist functions which help operators deliver higher quality outcomes, in less time and with less effort.HX1 (automation & electromobility)The HX1 was introduced at the company’s Xploration Forum in September 2016.The concept HX1 represents a new approach to a sustainable future concept, one based on electro-mobility and autonomous vehicles. Rather than having a few, large, versatile machines (as is common on construction and mining sites today), the HX1 demonstrates the emergence of smaller and more numerous, specialist machines. The HX1 is taking the industry by storm. In January, the machine picked up another two awards: the International Quality Innovation Award and the Innovation of Innovations Award. In December 2016, the HX1 was awarded the Swedish Institute for Quality’s (SIQ) Quality Innovation of the Year Award in the Potential Innovations category. On winning this accolade, it qualified to enter the international part of the competition along with around 100 other international finalists. After emerging victorious in this too, the HX1 became a contender for the coveted Innovation of Innovations Award which it also won. The Quality Innovation Award is an annual, international competition which recognizes innovations that are novel, relevant, revolutionary and practical. Potential innovations are those classed as innovations which are not yet commercialized but are extremely promising and are predicted to be game changers when they are introduced to the market.Volvo CE presented the HX2 autonomous, battery-electric, load carrier at CONEXPO/CON-AGG 2017. The HX2 is fundamentally different to the HX1 (according to Uwe Müller, Volvo CE’s chief project manager for the electric site project). The HX1 was proof of concept. Once engineers knew it was feasible, they updated the design requirements for the HX2 to incorporate shared technologies and components from the Volvo Group, such as electric motors, batteries and power electronics. Integrating a completely new drivetrain was crucial to take full advantage of the groundbreaking electromobility developments that are happening inside the Volvo Group. Another new feature is the addition of a vision system, which allows the machine to detect humans and obstacles in its vicinity.
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Flow: Melker speaks about the trends in the industry and how we’re meeting the customer needs. TALKING POINTS (to pick and choose)Melker JernbergAt Volvo CE we’re responding to all trends and demands.  (It’s to set the stage we are keeping up with the market trends and demands, please avoid spending too much time on this slide) Rapid urbanization Rapid urbanisation is one of the most important and visible megatrends we have todayThe world is growing by around 200,000 every day. And many, many more of those people will be living in cities. The world is transforming. And we need to transform with it. Urban population increase comes to 90% from Asia and Africa. But if definitely affects Europe too. In many countries the countryside is struggling with keeping people. As a consequence of this, we are currently seeing some of the largest construction projects in many years taking place. Paris (Grand Paris) and Stockholm (Bypass) are just two examples of transformation. This is happening now. Continuing our business and lives as usual cannot be an option any longer. The Construction Climate Challenge is one example we are very proud of at Volvo CE because it will eventually bring new solutions to the industry overall from research. Volvo machines present at Intermat and ideal for urban environments:ECR18E (its dimensions makes it ideal for working in tight or enclosed areas and it can be easily transported from site to site)EC380E HR (perfect for demolition and waste)This transformation requires OEMs to see new opportunities when it comes to environmental impact of its operations and products and services.It has never been more important than now.Technological breakthrough Today we stand at the beginning of an era of huge technological change in our industry. The world is changing at an unprecedented rate, with a digital economy powering a new industrial revolution. And the automotive industry can play an important role in helping you to build a better world. The question here is how will the technology of today impact the construction of tomorrow?Connectivity is an enabler for new business models, new services and new products in the transport industry. Today’s connectivity solutions lower costs (through fleet optimization and fuel savings) and improve productivity (through improved uptime). Connectivity solutions also have the potential to increase transport and resource efficiency in society through optimized traffic flows and a higher utilization of existing infrastructure as well as through new business models within logistics. We foresee that connectivity will lead to lower environmental impact from transport and improved traffic safety, going from today’s telematics-based services that enable fleet management and cost optimization, via traffic predicting software and sensors to the Intelligent Transport System of the future.Volvo Group offers our customers insights based on the data generated through our connectivity services which can further increase their productivity and profitability. With almost 600 000 connected vehicles we have the largest number of connected vehicles in our industryArtificial intelligence (AI) has now become a reality that cannot be ignored. Manufacturers like Volvo Construction Equipment are exploring how emerging technologies can increase the safety of job site personnel. After launching Co-Pilot, Volvo CE is now looking into AI algorithms, which detect and decipher specific objects using several computer vision methods. Climate change 77 million tons is the amount of carbon emissions produced by cities every day. Over the next 30 years, the world’s population is set the double, what if carbon emissions double with it?To have a future, we must do business sustainably. That’s as true for our companies as it is for the planet as a whole. To succeed, we do our best to look beyond the shortsighted horizons of today’s economy, and focus on what is sustainable in the long run – not only for the environment but also for society. We take an active role in a number of environmental leadership projects, most notably WWF Climate Savers and the Construction Climate Challenge.The WWF Climate Savers program involves multinational companies in the battle to reduce carbon-dioxide emissions. Climate Savers objective is to recognize corporate leadership on climate solutions: develop low, zero or carbon positive business models and demonstrate that reductions in greenhouse gas emissions can go hand-in-hand with economic growth.An important element of our new 2015-2020 commitment is to act as a magnifier for Climate Savers. This means focusing on activities that enhance environmental development within the transport and infrastructure sectors.Products. A cumulative reduction of emissions from products and production by at least 40 Million tons of CO2 by 2020 compared with 2013.Production. Improving energy efficiency in production by implementing energy saving measures giving 150 GWh/year in savings. This corresponds to 8% of the energy use in Volvo Group’s production sites.Transport. Reducing CO2 emissions per produced unit from the Volvo Group freight transport by 20% by 2020.Improvements in safetyWorking in the construction industry is a risky business, in fact it’s ranked as one of the most dangerous industries to work in, alongside agriculture and waste. Last year, 43 workers in the UK alone were fatally injured in the construction sector. With too many deaths linked to the use of mobile equipment, there must be more that the industry can do to reduce this number. There is a clear trend in the society for increased safety  the construction industry has taken great strides to improve the working conditions and management of construction hazards. Organizations that have top performance in safety management deploy many practices to ensure safety is properly established, implemented, and monitored. A few of the latest improvements include the incorporation of technology, enhanced communication techniques, and specific safety programs designed for unique workplace hazards.Safety is part of Volvo Group’s soul. Our Safety vision is zero accidents with Volvo Group products. We work systematically and rigorously on our own and in collaboration with other key stakeholders in society. As long as people come to harm on road, off road, in the city, or out at sea we will strive towards zero accidents through high quality and innovative products that reduce the frequency of accidents and their consequences.Volvo CE is responding with innovative ways to enhance its machines, which seek to improve the safety of the operator and those on site. These include simple things such as high visibility, orange safety rails and ground level service points (that avoid trip and fall accidents), to sophisticated machine control systems, like Dig Assist, that negate the need for workers to enter the excavation area to take measurements. At Volvo Group, we’re following the trends but what really matters is that by doing it, we’re adding value to our customers.EXTRA INFORMATION FOR THE PRESENTERRapid urbanisationBy 205011 Bn world’s population66% world’s population living in cities80% Europe population living in cities+41 of megacities in the worldSOURCE: Figures from the United Nations http://www.un.org/en/ecosoc/integration/pdf/fact_sheet.pdfStockholm bypass project: 21 km road link18 km of tunnels10 year project140,000 vehicles per day by 20353.1 billion EUR investment
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Flow: Melker speaks now about the EX2.TALKING POINTSThe EX2 100% electric compact excavator prototype which is displayed here at Intermat (welcome people to have a look afterwards)The EX2 was born out of the ELEXC project which was partly funded by the French government as well as various funding bodies in France. It involved seven partner companies in France (including Volvo CE) which all contributed towards funding the project. It won the prestigious Equipment & Machinery Award in the Earthmoving & Demolition category of the Intermat Innovation Awards.The concept machine, which delivers 0 emissions, 10 times higher efficiency, 10 times lower noise levels and reduced total cost of ownership compared to its conventional counterparts, was recognized for its contribution towards progress in the construction industry.It is believed to be the world’s first fully-electric compact excavator prototype. This machine is not commercially available at this stage.EXTRA INFORMATION FOR THE PRESENTER‘It delivers 0 emissions, 10 times higher efficiency, 10 times lower noise levels and reduced total cost of ownership compared to its conventional counterparts’:The evaluation was done by measurement and calculation according to standardsOn a conventional machine the efficiency of a combustion engine is about 20% and there are a lot of losses in the hydraulic system (about 40% efficiency of the hydraulic system).On a full electric machine the efficiency of a Lithium ion battery >90%, same for electric motors (>90%) .So it’s thank to high efficient electric components that we achieve this result.What are the benefits of this machine?Zero emissions emitted from the machine – no particulate matter, nitrogen oxide or carbon dioxide. Eight times lower noise levels – making the machine suitable for use in densely populated areas, even at night.Ten times higher machine efficiency – average power consumption is the same as a big iron (3.5kW).Significantly reduced machine operation cost.Reduced total cost of ownership.Reduced environmental impact.Improved safety from remote operation.The same or better performance as a conventional, diesel-powered compact excavator. The EX2 delivers the same power and force as well as faster speeds in combined movements – as combined movement is the most common kind for this type of machine, productivity is improved.Offers the opportunity to incorporate operator assist functions which help operators deliver higher quality outcomes, in less time and with less effort.
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Several elements are important to improve our customer success:Machines are used less than 20% in average > therefore there is a need to improve rentability of this costly asset Machine usage to start with 1shift to 3shiftUptime solutions to schedule planned maintenance in due time and to help reducing unplanned maintenance and reduce failure through preventive actions Last but not least site process optimization service will help reducing bottleneck in the customer operations (from the right machine selection up to an optimum interactions between pieces of equipment in a well designed site)We believe at Volvo CE that our solutions (machines and services) as well as our expertise in site setup could help our customers to increase their profitability.This will lead to our customer success
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Volvo CE has been one of the first one launching connected services (CareTrack from 2004 and standard fit on GPPE since 2009)CareTrack is Volvo CE’s telematics system used to manage a machine's productivity and maximize its availability for work. Using the mobile network or satellite technology to send information, data is available securely and instantaneously to any remote online connection. Through fault reporting and activity warnings and by facilitating remote diagnosis, the goal is that machine problems will be identified sooner and resolved faster. In 2009 CareTrack started to be fit as standard on all larger machines - along with a no charge 36 month CareTrack service subscription that enabled owners to enlist the full range of benefits available with remote monitoring. Volvo CE revitalized its offering over the last years with several services launch:Proactive monitoring:  uptime service designed to optimize machine availability, minimize repair costs and significantly decrease the risk of unplanned downtime. Available for new and existing Volvo customers, the smart solution utilizes innovative technology that enables Volvo dealers to remotely monitor alarms and fault codes on customers’ machines. By independently tracking machine deviations, Volvo dealers can diagnose problems early on and proactively take corrective steps before the customer realises a problem exists. With the right diagnostic information and the right parts on hand, a Volvo service technician can be dispatched to the site and perform repairs with minimal downtime, so machines remain productive and profitable for longer.Co-Pilot: it was unveiled in April at Bauma 2016. The intelligently-designed interactive display offers real-time insight into work performed by select Volvo machines, ensuring the highest standard of efficiency and accuracy in any application. The high definition touchscreen is the operator’s partner in the cab, providing unrestricted access to all the integrated functionality required to unlock a Volvo machine’s full performance potential. We have developed a iPad like screen available in all our machine lines helping the operator to be more productive and efficient. In the future customers will be able to download additional functionality in the machine like load weighing, machine control… just like you can do on your smartphone. Not all apps are available in Sweden or China as yet.Insight reports: launched at Intermat Paris 2018, the Health Report and Summary Report are a new fleet analysis service designed to optimize machine availability and productivity, as well as reduce repair and fuel costs. Joining Fuel Efficiency Report, launched in 2016, the two new reports reinforce the company’s dedication to helping customers more efficiently manage their operating costs. Using telematic data transmitted from the machines, Volvo CE envisions Insight Reports as a method of identifying areas of improvements. The CareTrack® telematics system automatically compiles thousands of machine data points into the ready-made reports, which are emailed to the customer on a weekly or monthly basis. By collecting detailed data and presenting it in an easy-to-understand format, customers spend less time sifting through complex machine information and more time focused on their operations. Utilizing the insights and machine data gives customers the possibility to protect machines and better understand how they are used.These services will be launched in China during Bauma 2018Volvo CE is building flexible platforms to be the easiest partner to do business with Volvo CE is part of an ecosystem supporting our customers success (Dig Assist partnership with Trimble and Topcon) Customers can order the Co-Pilot assist functions in 2D, infield design (Volvo-developed software that lies between 2D and 3D) and now 3D in cooperation with Topcon, according to the level of accuracy required. Topcon and Volvo CE have recently established (at Intermat 2018) a system to allow Topcon 3D machine control software (3D-MC) to seamlessly integrate with Volvo Dig Assist for a large range of excavators.  The integration of Topcon 3D-MC software is designed to complement the Volvo Dig Assist real-time guidance capability by including the use of 3D design files and connectivity with Topcon workflow solution platforms. Automated and electrified sites: Volvo CE is working on an electric site research project that aims to transform the quarry and aggregates industry by reducing carbon emissions by up to 95% and total cost of ownership by up to 25%. Skanska Sweden will incorporate the demonstration machines into its operations and test the electric site concept at a quarry in Sweden, for 10 weeks at the end of 2018. After this, Volvo CE will examine the project results to see if the concept is viable for the industry. Currently this work is just a research project, with no plans for industrialization at this stage. New machines developed for the project include a small fleet of prototype autonomous, battery electric, load carriers (HX1 and HX2), a prototype hybrid wheel loader (LX1) and a grid-connected excavator. New technology includes machine and fleet control systems and logistic solutions for electric machines in quarries.
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(This is a picture of visionary flagship projects, from the Group Trucks technology plan)Long haul – e.g. trucks platooningHub to hub – e.g. autonomous trucks from one stop to anotherUrban – e.g. self-driving refuse waste truckSite/construction – Electric SiteThe Volvo Group is at the forefront of technological development. We invest in advanced engineering to help build a sustainable future.We are undertaking major research projects to develop innovative solutions in broad collaboration with public stakeholders, the industry, the academic community and our customers.Collaboration between different parts of the Volvo Group in these areas allows us to better serve our customers by capitalizing on all the benefits of shared technology.Volvo Group investment on innovation: 10,000 engineers in the Volvo Group, 15 countries with R&D facilities, 1,6 Billions of US Dollar spent on R&D during 2016. We are constantly balancing the current portfolio with new technologies so that we will be ready for the future and stay ahead of the curve of new disruptive technologies that may ariseElectromobility, automation and connectivity is the focused areas we are investing inToday we stand at the beginning of an era of huge technological change in our industry that will help us all radically improve the way that infrastructure is developed. With an explosion in the number of connected machines, manufacturers are now offering fleet management systems that monitor machine location, productivity and fuel consumption. By identifying waste in the system, significant improvements in machine efficiency can be expected. This also leads to a competence shift in understanding how to develop new batteries, machine to machine communication, connected solutions, systems etc. Automation Volvo CE has a prototype autonomous wheel loader, a prototype autonomous articulated hauler.The machines can be programmed to work together and carry out a specific set of actions on a pre-defined route.The machines can perform the same task over and over again, along a fixed route, for a relatively long period of time.The demonstrator machines are standard Volvo products – an L120 wheel loader and a A25F articulated hauler – which have been upgraded with autonomous technology. In a one-hour comparison it was found that the autonomous wheel loader could reach the equivalent of 70% of that of a skilled operator’s productivity levels when loading and unloading. This was tested at a customer’s asphalt plant in Sweden.Autonomous machines will increase safety in hazardous working environments and eliminate the possibility of accidents caused by human error. Autonomous machines will perform repetitive tasks more efficiently and precisely than a human operator and, because machines will be operated in the most efficient way, customers will benefit from improved performance, productivity, fuel efficiency and durability. In the future you could also potentially have one operator for three or four machines, increasing productivity and further decreasing costs.Currently these prototype machines don’t communicate with each other and machine-to-machine communication technology – where machines ‘talk’ to one another and to a central control point – is crucial when it comes to avoiding collisions and facilitating an efficient flow of equipment.We are working on developing solutions that have the required safety and performance levels that the market will accept.There is still a long way to go and there are no plans for industrialization at this stage.Electromobility Volvo CE has long-term plans to develop products and services for electromobility, including electric hybrids and electric sites. The electrification of construction equipment will produce cleaner, quieter and more efficient machines – this represents the future of the industry. The company believes that there will be a major shift towards electromobility in the future.With electromobility, the cost of the machine may well be more than a conventional machine but the advantages of the technology such as fuel savings and increased efficiency will result in a significant reduction in total cost of ownership for our customers. The cost of batteries is steadily decreasing along with other technology, so that’s starting to make electromobility more attractive financially. One way of reducing the cost of this technology is through creating economies of scale. This will only be possible when the market fully accepts this technology and we start to see major breakthroughs in terms of volume.Nevertheless, there are still opportunities to further optimize conventional technology – and these developments will compete with hybrid technology and electromobility for some years. Volvo CE has and will continue to deliver improved efficiency through more conventional technologies and soft offers. It could be that certain elements of the EX2 design are incorporated into Volvo CE products sooner than others, this would support short and mid-term developments and requirements while the market continues to accept the technology, technology improves and the cost of new technologies decreases.
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Volvo CE will be among the first in the world to trial 5G mobile technology as part of a unique collaboration with mobile operator Telia Company.It is a joint collaboration between Telia with mobile telecoms firm Ericsson as its technology partner. Only some companies from across the Nordic countries – and from a range of different industries – will be chosen to take part in the two-year program.Volvo CE will test its potential (potentially years ahead of 5G becoming available to the wider public) by creating a cellular network in Eskilstuna and use it to expand its competences and develop its ongoing research into autonomous technology.In conclusion, for Volvo CE this means pushing the boundaries for remote controlled and autonomous machines and developing site solutions that increase safety, productivity and uptime. This was announced June 13th.
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CO2 emission reduction

95%
Cost reduction
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Volvo CE and its customer Skanska are turning the quarrying industry upside down in a groundbreaking study to create the world’s first ‘emission-free’ quarry. The research project, aims to electrify each transport stage in a quarry – from excavation to primary crushing, and transport to secondary crushing – although a negligible amount of diesel power will still be used. The system is running now in a production environment in Gothenburg for 10 weeks – delivering an anticipated up to 95% reduction in carbon emissions and up to 25% reduction in total cost of operations.The system’s efficiency, safety and environmental benefits are set to impact both customers and society at large.After this, Volvo CE will examine the project results to see if the concept is viable for the industry. Currently this work is just a research project, with no plans for industrialization at this stage
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Electric compact wheel loader 
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The LX2 electric compact wheel loader is Volvo CE’s latest concept machine.It delivers zero emissions, significantly lower noise levels, improved efficiency and reduced operational costs, compared to its conventional counterparts.To make the machine electric, the combustion engine has been replaced with a lithium ion battery. This stores enough electric energy to operate the machine for eight hours in its most common applications, such as light infrastructure construction and landscaping. The LX2 is also fitted with two dedicated electric motors, one for the drivetrain and one for the hydraulics. Decoupling the subsystems has led to higher efficiency in both the systems and the entire machine. The LX2 is part of a research project and is not commercially available.
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The EX2 was born out of the ELEXC project which was partly funded by the French government as well as various funding bodies in France. It involved seven partner companies in France (including Volvo CE) which all contributed towards funding the project. The concept machine delivers 0 emissions, 10 times higher efficiency, 10 times lower noise levels and reduced total cost of ownership compared to its conventional counterparts. It is believed to be the world’s first fully-electric compact excavator prototype. This machine is not commercially available at this stage.
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Technology shifts impacting the 
construction industry
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Flow: In order to set the scene, Thomas talks about the technology shifts impacting the construction industry –no Volvo focus at this point. All shifts can be mentioned but no need to explain them all, highlight 3 should be enough.TALKING POINTSTech shifts are impacting all industries, including oursDigital is already a reality - Telecom, Health, Banking, Automotive, Agriculture…already moved into digital making significant changes in their structure, business models, ways of engaging with their customers. We see this happening to Construction and accelerating. The world is changing at an unprecedented rate, with a digital economy powering a new industrial revolution. And the construction equipment industry can play an important role in helping customers to build a better world. How will the technology of today impact the construction of tomorrow? Internet of things (IoT). The IoT has changed the entire construction industry from top to bottom. With the ability to connect virtually every machine, system and tool to the internet, the construction industry has been opened to a whole new world of opportunity. Whether it’s designing a building or managing a construction project, IoT is improving almost every facet of modern day construction. Artificial intelligence (AI) has now become a reality that cannot be ignored. In many ways, we are already using AI – from the news feed we read on our smartphones to the software that enables us to shop online securely. We no longer see AI as a far-fetched concept resigned to our imaginations, it is something we are experiencing and benefiting from every day. The advantages of AI are limitless and permeate not just our everyday lives, but across all industries. For the automotive industry, the launch of self-driving cars means a faster mode of transportation and a significant reduction in accidents and emissions. A similar statement can be made about the construction industry. Early adopters are already using the technology to increase the efficiency, safety, and quality of construction projects.Manufacturers like us are exploring how emerging technologies can increase the safety of job site personnel. Mobile network. The integration of mobile technology on construction job sites helps project teams streamline the entire construction process. Recording job site data on a mobile device increases efficiency and reduces costs while allowing field offices and remote team members to gain complete visibility into job-site data. Mobile devices also help improve communication between contractors, owners, architects and the construction team.Advanced analytics. The volume of data generated on an average construction site is growing – from images captured via mobile devices, to drone videos, security sensors, machine telematics, Building Information Modeling (BIM) and more. The more data to which a project/machine is exposed, the better it will become at understanding and provide insights.  The main challenge, however, is not capturing all the data, but rather, implementing a system capable of managing the information, allowing customers to make the most out of it (i.e. the largest infrastructure projects produce an average of 130 million emails, 55 million documents, and 12 million workflows). Electromobility:The electrification of construction equipment will produce cleaner, quieter and more efficient machines – this represents the future of the industry. At Volvo CE we believe that there will be a major shift towards electromobility in the future.With electromobility, the cost of the machine may well be more than a conventional machine but the advantages of the technology such as fuel savings and increased efficiency will result in a significant reduction in total cost of ownership for our customers. The cost of batteries is steadily decreasing along with other technology, so that’s starting to make electromobility more attractive financially. One way of reducing the cost of this technology is through creating economies of scale. This will only be possible when the market fully accepts this technology and we start to see major breakthroughs in terms of volume.Nevertheless, there are still opportunities to further optimize conventional technology – and these developments will compete with hybrid technology and electromobility for some years.Augmented reality (AR). Augmented reality is slowly being introduced into the world of construction. As it continues to grow, it will give construction professionals the ability to see operational instructions and other information overlaid onto the real-world view of the project. However, the benefits of AR far outweigh the concerns.
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